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Abstract 

Novel broadband ultra-antireflective surfaces were created via the electrodeposition of a 

nanostructured zinc oxide thin film onto conductive, light absorbing periodic nanocone arrays. 

Nanocone arrays of (i) fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) coated with a 50 nm plasmonic gold 

thin film and (ii) the electroactive polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT) exhibited 

a very low broadband reflectivity of less than 0.1% from 475 nm to 800 nm at a wide range of 

incident angles after the electrodeposition of a nanostructured ZnO thin film onto the surface. 

SEM images reveal the formation of ZnO nanoflowers and nanorods on both nanocone array 

surfaces; these additional ZnO nanostructures enhance the coupling of the incident visible light 

into the absorptive gold or PEDOT nanocones to significantly reduce the reflectivity of these 

surfaces. The ZnO-coated nanocone array surfaces also exhibited an enhanced photoreactivity 

for the oxidative degradation of methylene blue, suggesting their potential to be used as self-

cleaning antireflective surfaces. 
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Nanostructured array surfaces can provide excellent broadband antireflectivity over a 

wide range of optical wavelengths and incident angles, and have been incorporated as optical 

coatings into various devices such as solar cells,1,2 photodetectors,3 and electroreflective 

windows.4 Traditionally, arrays of transparent zinc oxide nanostructures have been fabricated by 

chemical vapor deposition5-7 or electrochemical methods8-11 to create a graded interfacial 

refractive index coating that increases the transmittance of silicon solar cell devices by reducing 

the reflectivity of the device surface down to approximately 2-5%.12-14 However, when a 

transparent nanostructured ZnO coating is used in a hierarchical fashion with a subwavelength 

periodic array of an absorbing material,15,16 an even better broadband antireflective surface can 

be created. Recently, we have demonstrated the fabrication of periodic absorptive nanocone 

arrays of gold-coated fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP)17 and the electroactive polymer 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT);18 our large area fabrication process employs the 

oxygen plasma etching of a square centimeter scale polymer substrate or thin film that has been 

covered with a colloidal monolayer of polystyrene (PS) beads. The resultant plasmonic gold and 

PEDOT nanocone array surfaces both exhibited excellent broadband antireflectivity; for the gold 

surfaces a reflectivity of less than 1% was observed from 475nm to 800 nm over a wide range of 



incident angles.17 In this paper, we show that the reflectivity for both the gold and PEDOT 

nanocone arrays can be reduced even further by the electrodeposition of a nanostructured ZnO 

coating; for the PEDOT nanocone arrays; up to a 10-fold reduction in reflectivity is observed 

with reflectivities of 0.1 to 0.2% throughout the visible spectral region while transmitting from 2 

to 10%. The ultra-antireflective ZnO-coated nanocone array surfaces are characterized with 

SEM, XRD, and XPS, and additionally are shown to be photocatalytic and thus potential self-

cleaning surfaces. Moreover, the PEDOT nanocone arrays are electro-reflective and thus can be 

incorporated into electro-optical devices.  These ultra-antireflective surfaces are extremely useful 

in applications where reflections must be absolutely minimized; examples include laser optics 

and anti-glare coatings for mirrors displays, cameras and lenses. 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of ultra-antireflective ZnO-coated nanocone 

arrays using a) Au nanocone arrays and b) PEDOT nanocone arrays.    

 

Large scale periodic ZnO-coated nanocone array surfaces (areas on the order of cm2) 

were fabricated using a combination of colloidal lithography, plasma etching, vapor deposition, 

and electrochemistry. As shown in the scheme in Figure 1, the simultaneous oxygen plasma 



etching of a hexagonally closed packed monolayer of PS bead colloidal mask spincoated onto 

either a FEP substrate or a PEDOT thin film created periodic nanocone arrays; nanocone 

formation occurs due to the simultaneous etching of both the PS colloidal mask and the polymer 

underneath. The aspect ratio of the resultant nanocones can be optimized:  the size of the PS 

beads controls the distance between the nanocones, while the O2 plasma etching time controls 

the height of the nanocones. For the FEP nanocone arrays, PS beads with a 1µm diameter were 

used as the colloidal mask, whereas for the PEDOT nanocone arrays, PS beads with a 0.2 µm 

diameter were used as the colloidal mask. In the next step, the FEP nanocone arrays were made 

conductive via vapor deposition of a 50 nm layer of gold, whereas the PEDOT nanocone arrays 

were already conductive. Finally, an additional nanostructured ZnO coating was created using 

electrochemistry. In this approach, 0.1 M of aqueous zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2) at pH 4.0 was used 

as the plating solution, and electrodeposition occurred at 70°C for 150 seconds at an anodic 

potential of -0.9 V against a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The mechanism of the ZnO 

electrodeposition process is described as follows: At a sufficiently negative applied potential, 

NO3- ions are reduced to generate OH- ions (eqn 1). The OH- and the Zn2+ ions then result in the 

precipitation of ZnO onto the Au or PEDOT nanocone array working electrode (eqn 2).8-11 

                                           NO3- + H2O +2e- → NO2- + 2OH-                                                 (1) 

                                             Zn2+ + 2OH- → ZnO ↓ + H2O                                                     (2) 

Nanostructured polycrystalline ZnO films were formed directly from this facile electrodeposition 

method, without the need for a subsequent thermal annealing step. The electrodeposition process 

was monitored by chronoamperometry of the working electrode (either the Au or PEDOT 

nanocone arrays), as shown in Supporting Information Figure S1. The initial increase and the 

subsequent gradual decrease of the absolute current density over time indicated that the 



conductive nanocone array surfaces became slightly passivated with the addition of a ZnO thin 

film. 

 

Figure 2. SEM images of ZnO-Au nanocone arrays from top-down (a, b) and tilted (c, d) views.  

 

 

Figure 3. SEM images of ZnO-PEDOT nanocone arrays from top-down (a, b) and tilted (c, d) 

views.  

 



The morphology of the ZnO-coated nanocone arrays was characterized using a 

combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). SEM images from Figures 2 and 3 show top-down and tilted 

views of the nanostructured ZnO thin film on Au and PEDOT nanocone arrays, respectively. 

From Figure 2a, c and Figure 3a, c, it can be seen that hexagonally close packed ZnO-coated 

nanocones were created on a large scale, extending over an area of several square microns. 

Comparing the heights of the ZnO-coated nanocones with Au and PEDOT nanocones from 

Figure 2d and 3d, respectively, using SEM measurements, we determined that a 25 nm of ZnO 

coating was formed during electrodeposition. Figures 2b and 3b showed a high magnification 

image of an individual ZnO-coated Au and PEDOT nanocone, respectively, where we could see 

the individual ZnO nanostructures formed on the surface. XRD analysis (as shown in Supporting 

Information Figure S2) revealed a polycrystalline wurzite crystal structure that grew primarily in 

the <002> direction, which is consistent with previous work in ZnO electrodeposition.9,10 We 

also confirmed that ZnO was formed on both the Au and PEDOT nanocone array surfaces via 

XPS, shown in the Supporting Information Figure S3.  

Additionally, the photocatalytic activity of the ZnO-coated nanocone arrays was also 

characterized via the oxidative degradation of a methylene blue (MB) dye under UV conditions. 

As shown in Supporting Information Figure S4a, we evaluated the relative concentration of MB 

over time using UV-Vis spectroscopy under the following catalytic conditions: exposure to a 

ZnO-coated nanocone array surface, ZnO thin film surface, and no catalyst. As shown in 

Supporting Information Figure S4b, 11±1% of the MB remained in solution after 14 minutes of 

exposure to a planar ZnO thin film surface, whereas 0±1% of the MB remained in solution after 

14 minutes of exposure to a ZnO-coated nanocone array surface. This demonstrates that since the 



high surface area of the ZnO-coated nanocone arrays allowed for increased UV absorption,19,20 

the ZnO-coated nanocone array surface performed better as a photocatalyst compared to a planar 

ZnO thin film surface during MB degradation, and may find applications as self-cleaning 

surfaces.  

 

 

Figure 4. Transmittance spectra for a) Au and ZnO-Au nanocone arrays and b) PEDOT and 

ZnO-PEDOT nanocone arrays. The decrease in transmittance for the ZnO-coated nanocone 

arrays indicates the ZnO enhances the performance of the light absorbing material underneath 

(Au or PEDOT). The inserted schematic shows the optical setup used for transmittance 

measurements. 



 

Optical characterization revealed that the ZnO-coated nanocone array surfaces became 

more light absorbing and more antireflective than just Au and PEDOT nanocone arrays over a 

wide range of optical wavelengths from 475 nm to 800 nm. In Figure 4, the percent transmittance 

measurements of the ZnO-coated nanocone arrays compared to just Au and PEDOT nanocone 

arrays are shown. For all transmittance measurements, a halogen lamp was used as a white light 

source. The light was directed onto the nanocone array surface at a normal angle of incidence, 

and the transmitted light from the nanocone array surface was measured using a UV-Vis 

spectrometer. As shown in Figure 4a, the transmittance measurements of the Au nanocone arrays 

were T = 10% or less across the 475 nm to 800 nm spectral range, indicating strong light 

absorption. However, the transmittance measurements of the ZnO-Au nanocone arrays were T = 

3% in the same spectral range, indicating up to a 3-fold improvement in the light absorbing 

ability of the Au nanocone arrays when they are decorated with ZnO nanostructures on the 

surface. Similarly, the transmittance measurements for the PEDOT nanocone arrays were T = 

10% across the 475 nm to 800 nm spectral range, but decrease to T = 2% for the ZnO-PEDOT 

nanocone arrays from λ = 650 nm to 800 nm, indicating up to a 5-fold improvement in the light 

absorbing ability of the ZnO-PEDOT nanocone arrays across a wide range of optical 

wavelengths. A possible explanation for the increased light absorbance of the ZnO-coated 

nanocone arrays is that the ZnO nanostructures on the surface are acting as optical couplers; 

although ZnO itself does not absorb in the 475 nm to 800 nm wavelength range, the coupling 

between the ZnO nanostructures and the light absorbing material underneath (either Au or 

PEDOT) enhances the light trapping capacity of the nanocone arrays and increases their effective 

absorption bands.21,22  



 

Figure 5. Reflectivity spectra for various nanocone array structures composed of a FEP 

substrate. The ZnO-coated gold nanocone array surfaces exhibit superior antireflective 

properties. The inserted schematic shows optical setup used for reflectivity measurements. 

Reflectivity measurements are shown for incident light hitting the nanocone array surfaces at a 

nearly normal angle of incidence (θ) at 8°. 



 

Figure 6. Reflectivity spectra for various nanocone array structures composed of a PEDOT 

substrate. The ZnO-coated PEDOT nanocone array surfaces exhibit enhanced antireflective 

properties. The inserted schematic shows optical setup used for reflectivity measurements. 

Reflectivity measurements are shown for incident light hitting the surfaces at a nearly normal 

angle of incidence (θ) at 8°. 

 

The most striking effect of the addition of a nanostructured ZnO thin film onto the 

nanocone arrays was a significant increase in broadband antireflectivity of these surfaces. In our 

previous papers, we fabricated Au nanocone array surfaces that are less than 0.7% reflective at a 

nearly normal angle of incidence (θ = 8°) from λ = 475 nm to 800 nm,17 and we also recently 

fabricated PEDOT nanocone array surfaces that were less than 3% reflective over the same 

wavelength range.18 The antireflective behavior of the ZnO-coated nanocone arrays are shown in 

Figures 5 and 6.  For the reflectivity measurements, the optical setup with a halogen lamp white 

light source at either angle of incidence θ = 8°, 45°, or 67° was used as shown in the inset of 



Figure 5, and a silver mirror was used as reference calibration. In Figure 5a, reflectivity 

measurements are shown for ZnO-coated Au nanocones in comparison to Au and FEP nanocone 

arrays at θ = 8°. The FEP nanocone arrays, visually matte white as seen in the photograph from 

Figure 5b, exhibited broadband antireflective properties at 2% reflective (R = 2%) from λ = 475 

nm to 800 nm. The addition of a 50 nm light absorbing gold thin film on the FEP nanocone 

arrays created a visually dark Au nanocone array surface (photograph shown in Figure 5c); the 

percent reflectivity decreased to less than R = 0.7% over the same spectral range, as seen in 

Figure 5a. Electrodeposition of a nanostructured ZnO film created ZnO-Au nanocone arrays that 

were visually even blacker than the Au nanocone arrays (Figure 5c), and the reflectivity 

measurements for the ZnO-Au nanocone arrays were reduced to R < 0.3% from 450 nm to 750 

nm, with Rmin = 0.05%. We attribute the very low reflectivity exhibited by the ZnO-Au nanocone 

array surfaces to (i) increased coupling into the nanocone absorption bands by the ZnO 

nanostructures,21,22 (ii) increased light scattering by the ZnO nanostructures, and (iii) an increase 

in the graded interfacial complex refractive index created by addition of the ZnO film to the 

nanocones.23-25 Even more striking results were obtained for the PEDOT nanocone array 

surfaces. Visually, we observed once again from the photograph shown in Figure 6c that the 

ZnO-PEDOT nanocone arrays were blacker than the PEDOT nanocone arrays. In Figure 6a, 

reflectivity measurements showed that while the PEDOT nanocone arrays were less than 3% 

reflective (R < 3%) from 450 nm to 800 nm at θ = 8°, the ZnO-PEDOT nanocone arrays were 

over an order of magnitude less reflective at R < 0.2% over the same spectral range. Since this 

reflectivity spectrum is very similar to the spectra for ZnO-coated gold FEP arrays, the 

mechanism for the suppressed reflectivity of the ZnO-PEDOT nanocone arrays must be similar 

and thus can also be explained by increased light absorption and increased light scattering of the 



ZnO nanostructured surface. Finally, a very similar decrease in broadband reflectivity was also 

obtained for both ZnO-Au and ZnO-PEDOT nanocone arrays at higher angles of incidence (θ = 

45° and θ = 67.5°), as shown in Figure 7.  

 

 

Figure 7. Reflectivity spectra for a) ZnO-Au nanocone arrays and b) ZnO-PEDOT nanocone 

arrays at various angles of incidence (θ), at 8° (black), 45° (red), and 67.5° (blue). The inserted 

schematic shows the optical setup used for reflectivity measurements.  

 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that electrodeposition of nanostructured ZnO films 



onto both FEP-Au and PEDOT periodic nanocone arrays creates surfaces with excellent 

broadband antireflectivity that are less than 0.2% reflective over a large optical wavelength range 

of 475 nm to 800 nm.  These surfaces are up to 10 times more antireflective than the nanocone 

arrays without the ZnO film.  The nanostructured ZnO coating enhances the graded interfacial 

complex refractive index created by the FEP-Au or PEDOT nanocone arrays that is responsible 

for the antireflectivity, and additionally increases both the scattering and coupling efficiency of 

incident light into the absorptive nanocones. The ZnO nanostructures created from this process 

also increase the surface area of the nanocone arrays, resulting in a higher surface reactivity for 

potential photocatalytic applications. Finally, the enhanced coupling of incident light into the 

light absorbing FEP-Au or PEDOT nanocones from the ZnO film also enhances the optical 

absorption properties of the nanocone arrays. Since these ZnO-coated nanocone array surfaces 

are easy to fabricate over large surface areas on flexible substrates, they should be easily 

implemented in various potential applications such as highly antireflective self-cleaning surface 

coatings for displays and solar panels. 

 

 

 

Supporting Information 

The following are available free of charge: (i) experimental details of the characterization of the 

ZnO-coated nanocone arrays’ morphology, composition, and photocatalytic degradation of 

methylene blue, (ii) electrochemical data of ZnO thin film electrodeposition, (iii) XRD and XPS 

spectra of ZnO-coated nanocone arrays, (iv) UV-Vis spectra of relative MB concentrations under 



various photocatalytic conditions, and (v) reflectivity spectra of ZnO-coated nanocone arrays at 

incident angles of 8°, 45°, and 67.5°.  
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